Environmental Studies: An Interdisciplinary Workshop

Sponsored by the Cultures and Texts UB2020 Strategic Strength and the Provost’s Office of Strategic Initiatives
Organized by Carine Mardorossian and Randy Schiff (English)

Thursday, November 8th (509 O’Brian Hall: Baldy Conference Center)

Longer papers will be precirculated and available through UB’s Online Course Reserve system under HIS000-BON. Panels will encourage discussion and debate.

10:00am-12:00pm

Irus Braverman (Law), “Managing Nature: In Situ Versus Ex Situ Conservation”

Teri Rueb (Media Study), “This is (not) a Map”

Respondent: Justin Read (Romance Languages and Literatures)

12:00-1:00pm – Lunch in the Baldy Conference Center
Please RSVP to hischaos@buffalo.edu (Spaces are limited)

1:00-3:00pm

Donald Grinde (American Studies), “Understanding Traditional American Indian Ecocentricity”

Kenneth Shockley (Philosophy), “Well-Being, Stability, and Living with Sudden Environmental Change”

Respondent: Alex Reid (English)

Questions: Please contact Randy Schiff (rpschiff@buffalo.edu) or Carine Mardorossian (emardoro@buffalo.edu).